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ABSTRACT 
We classify the completely integrable systems associated with classical root systems whose potential 
ftmctions are meromorphic atan infinite point. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Schr6dinger operator 
°2 
(1.1) P = Ox---- ff + R(x) 
J j= l  
with the potential function R(x) ofn variables x = (Xl . . . . .  Xn) is called completely 
integrable if there exist n differential operators P1 . . . . .  Pn such that 
[Pi, Pj]=O (l<~i<j<~n), 
(1.2) P E C[P1 . . . . .  Pn], 
P1 . . . . .  Pn are algebraically independent. 
In this note P is called to be completely integrable of type Bn or of classical type if 
Pk and R(x) in the above are of the forms 
-~ O 2k 
(1.3) Pk= ~_-S~ + Qk with ord Qk < ord Pk. 
j= l  OXj 
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n 
(1.4) R(x)= ~ (u~(x i - -x j )+u+(x i+x j ) )+EVk(Xk) .  
l<~i<j<~n k=l  
Here u~ and vk are functions of one variable. 
The systems of differential operators atisfied by the radial parts of zonal 
spherical fimctions or Whittaker functions on Riemannian symmetric spaces of 
the non-compact and classical type, Heckman-Opdam's hypergeometric equations 
(cf. [8]), Calogero--Moser and Sutherland systems for one dimensional quantum 
n-body problems (cf. [12,13]) and Toda finite chains associated with (extended) 
classical Dynkin diagrams are their examples. 
We remark that [22] proves that if the potential function R(x) is locally defined 
and analytic, then the condition (1.2) with (1.3) assures (1.4) and, moreover, R(x) 
is extended to a global meromorphic function on C n except for a trivial case 
corresponding to Type A1 in Theorem 4.8 (cf. [9] for type B2 and [17] in the 
invariant case). 
In [11,17,15] and [10] this integrable system was determined under the condition 
that P is Bn-invariant, namely, ui +, Uij and vk are even functions and do not depend 
on i, j and k and u + = ui- j. On the other hand [9,19] and [22] determine it if R(x) 
has certain singularities. 
We assume in this note that R(x) is meromorphic at t = 0 under the coordinate 
system 
(1.5) tj = e - (x j -x j+ l )  (j = 1 . . . . .  n - 1), tn = e -xn, 
and classify the Schr6dinger operator (1.1) which allows a differential operator P2 
of the form (1.3) satisfying PP2 = P2P. We note that the above examples with non- 
rational potential functions atisfy this assumption. In the first example this follows 
from the fact that the invariant differential operators on a Riemannian symmetric 
space have analytic extensions on a smooth compactification f the space (cf. [ 14]). 
We determine R(x) by Theorem 4.8 and Remark 4.7 in Section 4. This theorem 
is the main result of this note and proved by using Sections 2 and 3. The result 
implies that the system is the invariant quantum integrable system classified by [11] 
or its suitable limit (cf. [3-7,18,20] and [21]). Moreover it is shown in [16] that the 
integrals P1,... ,  Pn are those given in [15] or their suitable limits. 
If R(x) is analytic at t = 0, we say that R(x) has regular singularity at the infinite 
point t = 0. Such potential functions are also classified in Corollary 4.10. 
In Section 3 the potential function R(x) is determined when n = 2. 
In Section 2 we study the potential function R(x) when u + = vk = 0, which we 
call to be of type An-1. 
2. TYPE An_ 1 (n ~ 3) 
In this section we study the Schr6dinger operator 
(2.1) P = ~ -~- y~ Uij(X i -- Xj) 
j= l  OXj l~i<j<~n 
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which allows a differential operator 
0 3 
(2.2) Q ~-" Z OXi OX j  OXk "-1- S with ord S < 3 
l<~i<i<k<~n 
satisfying [P, Q] = [Y~+~=I 0 0-~-~, Q] = 0. Then the proof of [11, Proposition 4.2] 
implies that the existence of Q is equivalent to 
(2.3) Z Ui jk  = 0 
l~ i< j<k~n 
with 
(2.4) Ui jk  = U jk ( t j  " " tk -1 ) ( t i  " " t j - ld i j ( t i  " " t j -1 )  + ti " " " tk - lU~k( t i  " " " / k -1 )  ) 
"1- U ik ( t i  " " tk -1 ) ( - - t i  " " t j - lU t i j  (t i  " " t j - l )  "1- t j  . . . t k_ lu~k( t j  . . . tk-i)) 
- -  U i j ( t i  " " t j -1 ) ( t i  " " tk - lU lk ( t i  " . . tk-1) + t j  . . . t k_ lU~k( t j  . . . tk-1)) 
by putting uij (e -y)  = uij (Y). We assume that R(x)  is holomorphic for 0 < Lt[ << 1 
under the coordinate system (1.5) which corresponds tothe expression 
(2.5) Uij(S) ~ ~ ij v ij c v s (c o = 0) converge for 0 < Isl << 1. 
vEZ 
We assume cio j = 0 without loss of generality and expand (2.3) into the power series. 
Then the terms ( t i . . . t j -1 )P ( t j  .. . tk-1) q with p ¢ 0, q 5~ 0, p ¢ q and i < j < k 
appear only in Uijk and therefore if p ¢ 0, q ¢ 0 and p ¢ q, we have 
j k  i j  j k  i k__Cqk(p  - -  i j  _[_Cpk(q - -  p)Cq_pjk Cq pCp - t -Cq_ppCp q)Cp_q  
ij ~ ik  ij jk  = 0 -- t;p_qttt, q -- Cp qCq 
and hence 
Denoting 
(2.6) 
we have 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
. ij jk  ~ ij _ i k - -  __ jk _ik =0.  
(p  - -  q )Cp  Cq - -  1 JCp_qCq ~- t lCq_pC p 
Z c i J tv  ij = 1)c~j, Uij  (t) = -v - with c v 
vez\{0} 
! 
Ui j  ( t )  = tU i j  (t), 
• " _ (-?ij c ik  _ (-?jk c ik )  = O. pq(p  - q)(CpJC~ k - -p_qvq --q_p--p , 
Then (2.3) is equivalent to 
(2.9)  (U i j ( s )  + U jk ( t )  __ Uik(St))2 = Wi jijk (s) -[- Vjkijk (t) -- Vi kijk (st)  
with suitable functions v i jk  lZijk Izi jk " ij , " jk and, ik for l <~ i < j < k <~ n. 
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Remark  2.1. I f  (Uij(t), Ujk(t), Uik(t)) satisfies (2.9) with suitable Vii, Vjk and 
Vii, then (Ujk(t), Uij(t), Uik(t)) and (cUij(atr),cUjk(btr),cUik(abtr)) have the 
same property for any complex numbers a, b and c and a positive integer r with 
a b -7/: O. 
Proposition 2.2. The solution (Uij, Ujk, Uik) of  (2.9) with (2.6) is one of the 
followings and it satisfies Uijk = O. 
(i) Two of  {Uij, U jk, Uik } are zero and the other one is any function. 
(ii) (Uij, Ujk, l-~k) = (at r, bt r, ct-r) for any a, b and c • C and r • Z \ {0}. 
(iii) (Uij, Ujk, Uik) = ( ac'r bctr abctr 1-at  r ' l -b t  r ' 1 -abt  r ) with any non-zero complex numbers a, 
b and c and a positive integer . 
Proof. All the solutions of  Eq. (2.9) are obtained by [2] and [1] (cf. [10, Re- 
mark 2.3]), which implies this proposition. But we will give a simple proof under 
the assumption that the origin is at most a pole of  Uij, Ujk and Uik. 
Suppose one of  Uij, Ujk, Uik is zero and the other two are not zero. I f  Uij = 0 and 
C jk # 0, then we have p(m + p)mCJkCip k = 0 and therefore Cp k = 0 for p # - r ,  
C~ r # 0 and C jk = 0 for m # r. Thus we have (ii). We similarly have (ii) in the 
other two cases. 
Hence we may assume that any one of  {Uij, Ujk, Uik} is not zero. Define lem E 
Z \ {0} such that Cel[nm # 0 and Ceo m = 0 for v < Ie~. Then (2.8) shows 
(2.10) I i j l jk(Ii j I j k ) (CSf j  CJlkk - -  ,.-,ij i~ ik  _ r . , jk  p ik  
- -  [ .~l i j_ l jk~,. . l jk t . . l j k_ l i j ,~ l i k ]  : O. 
Suppose Iij > 0 and Ijk > 0. Then (2.10) means Iij = Ijk, which we put r, and 
therefore (2.8) with q = r and that with p = q + r mean 
(2.11) pr(p-r)(CipJCJr k ,..ij cik - - L*p - - r  r )~- - -0  fo rp>0,  
"" " - -  c i J  c i k )  = O, (2.12) (q + r)qr(C~+rCJq ~ -r  -q , 
respectively. 
I f  C[ k = 0, it follows from (2.11) that Cp j = 0 for p # r by the induction on p 
and we have similarly CJq k = 0 for q # r by the symmetry between U i j  and U jk and 
finally Cq k = 0 for q # - r  by (2.12). Hence this case is reduced to (ii) with r > 0. 
Suppose C/k # 0. Then by Remark 2.1 we may assume C¢ j = C i  k = cir k by 
a suitable transformation (s,t) ~-+ (at, bt) and moreover by (2.11) that Uij = 
.c-,oo .FV __ t oo rv c 2_,,=1L and similarly Ujk - c ~,v=l t . Then (2.12) means Uik = Ujk + c"t -r. 
Finally we have c" -- 0 by (2.10) with p = 2r and q = - r  and get Uij = Ujk = Uik. 
Lastly we may assume Iij < 0 by Remark 2.1. Then (2.8) with p = Iij + Iik 
and q -- Iik implies Iik > 0 and that with p = l i j  and q > 0 means Cq jk = 0 
for q >~ 0. Hence l jk < 0 and similarly we have C~] = 0 for p >7 0. Moreover 
(2.8) with p = q + Iij shows Cq k -~- 0 for sufficiently large integer q. Then 
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(Uij(t-1), Ujk(t-1), Uik(t-1)) is also a solution of (2.9) and this case is reduced 
to the case when Iij > 0 and Ij~ > 0 and therefore we have (ii) with r < 0. 
Note that it is easy to see that the given functions in the proposition satisfy 
Ui jk = 0 (cf. Remark 2.1). [] 
Remark 2.3. If t = e -x, then 
td  (atr) = artr =are -rx, 
td  ( at r ~ _ art r - l oga  
dt \ l _a t  r]  ( l~-~r)2 - r s inh -z rx  
3. TYPE  B 2 
In this section we study the following commuting differential operators. 
(3.1) 
02 82 
P= ~x2 +-~y2 + R(x, Y), 
a 4 
Q-  oxZOy~ 2 + S withordS<4,  
[P, Q] = 0. 
Note that P2 = p2 _ 2Q in (1.3). First we review the arguments given in [10] and 
[9]. Since P is self-adjoint, we may assume Q is also self-adjoint by replacing 
y )~ we define Q by its self-adjoint part if necessary. Here for A = Y~aij(x, Ox8y 
t A g-'~ l~i+j 0 i+ j  ,. : z..t-- ) ~ai j  tx, y) and A is called self-adjoint if tA = A. Then 
(3.2) R(x, y) = u+(x + y) + u-(x - y) + v(x) + w(y), 
( 02 U+(Xq-y)--U-(X--y)) 2 02 02 
Q= 8-~y + 2 + w ( y ) ff-fix 2 + V ( X ) o y---- ff
+ v(x)w(y) + T(x, y), 
and the function T(x, y) satisfies 
(3.3) 20T(x, y) 
Ox 
2 0T(x ,  Y) 
Oy 
,x Ow(y) 
- -  -- (u+(x + y ) - -  u - (x - -y ) )  ~y  
+ 2w(y)~----(u+(x + y) -- u-(x -- y)), 
Y 
- -  --  (u+(x + y) -- u - (x  _ Y))'x Ov(X)~x 
+ 2v(x)~---~(u+(x + y) -- u-(x -- y)). 
Conversely, if a function T(x, y) satisfies (3.3) for suitable functions u+(t), v(t) 
and w(t), then (3.1) is valid for R(x, y) and Q defined by (3.2). 
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We have the compatibility condition 
(3.4) ~---'~((u+(x + y ) -u - (x -  y)) Ov(X)ox 
+2v(X)~x(U+(x+y) -u - (x -y ) ) )  
= (u+(x + y) - u-(x -- y)) ~y 
+ 2m,y,¼1.+,x +y,-u-,x - y,)) 
for the existence of T(x, y). 
Definition 3.1 (Duality in B2). Under the coordinate transformation 
(x+__y ,x -y )  
(3.5) (x, y) w-~ ~, ~ ~,~ 
the pair (P, 1p2  Q) also satisfies (3.1), which we call the duality of the 
commuting differential operators of type B2. 
Denoting Ox = ~,  0y = 0-~ and put 
2 L = p2 _ 4Q - (02 - Oy -t'- I)(X) - -  w(y)) 2 -- 2u-(x -- y)(Ox + Oy)  2 
- 2u+(x + y)(Ox - -  Oy) 2. 
Then the order of L is at most 2 and the second order term of L equals 
2(u + + u- + v + w)(O 2 + 02)-4(u +-  u-)OxOy - 4WO 2-4v02 
- 2(v - w)(O 2 - ay 2) - 2u-(ax + Oy)  2 - 2u+(Ox - Oy)  2 = O. 
Since L is self-adjoint, L is of order at most 0 and the Oth order term of L equals 
(ax ~ + ay2)(u + + . -  + ~ + ~)  + (u + + u -  + ~ + ~)2 
- 4(vw + T) - 20xOy(U + u-) 2 2 -- - - (0  x - -ay ) (U- - tO)  
= (u + +u-  +v + w) 2 -4 (vw + T) 
and therefore we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. (i) By the duality in Definition 3.1 the pair (R(x, y), T(x, y)) 
changes into (R(x, y), T(x, y)) with 
(3.6) 
R (x ,y )= \ ,~ j +w +u+(~'~x)+u-(~/2y), 
1N ['x+y'~ {x-y '~ [x+y x -y )  
f (x' = R(x' Y)2 - ) - i ' 
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(ii) Combining the duality with the scaling map R(x, y) w-~ c-2R(cx, cy), the 
following pair (Ra(x, y), Td (x, y) ) defines commuting differential operators i f  so is 
(R(x, y), T(x, y)). This Ra(x, y) is also called the dual of  R(x, y). 
Rd(x, y) = v(x + y) + w(x -- y) + u+(2x) + u-(2y), 
(3.7) Td(x,y)___ - 1 Rd(x ,y )2_v(x+y)w(x_y)_T(x+y,x_y) .  
Now we give a list of the solutions of (3.4) and (3.3). They are suitable limits of 
the invariant solutions tudied in [ 10] and many of them are given in [9]. 
CaseI: (Any-A1)+(Any-A0 v = w =0andu + andu-  are arbitrary functions. 
Case II: u + = u-,  v = w and (u+; v) is in the following list. 
(Trig-B2) ((sinh-2~.t); (sinh-22~.t, sinh-2)~t, cosh2~.t, cosh4)~t)), 
(Trig-B2-S) ((sinh -2 )~t, sinh -22L); (sinh -22)~t, cosh4)~t)). 
Case III: u + = u-,  (u+; v, w) is in the following list. 
-o)  b (Toda-  2 - ry) ((cosh2~.t); (sinh-2)~t, sinh-22)~t), (sinh-2)~t, sinh-22)~t)), 
(Toda-D~l)-S-bry) ((cosh;~t, cosh2;~t); (sinh -2 ;~t), (sinh -2 Zt)), 
(Toda-B2(1)-bry) ((e-2At); (e TM, e4At), (sinh -2~.t, sinh -22~.t)), 
(1) (Toda-B 2 -S-bry) ((e -x', e-2At); (e2Zt), (sinh-2;~t)). 
Case IV: v = w, (u +, u-; v) is in the following list. 
(Trig-Al-bry) (0, (sinh -2 kt); {e -2At, e -4~'t, e TM , e4At)), 
(Trig-A1-S-bry) (0, (sinh-ZLt, sinh-22)~t); (e -4At, e4At)). 
Case V: (u +, u-,  v, w) is in the following list. 
(Toda-C2 (1)) (0, (e-At), (e At, e2;~t), (e -At, e-2At)), 
~(1) S e-2At), (Toda-c 2 - ) (0, (e -At, (e2Zt), (e-2Zt)). 
In the above ( ) means an arbitrary linear combination of given functions and, for 
example, (Trig-B2) implies 
u+(t) = u-(t) = Co sinh-2)~t, 
v(t) = w(t) = C1 sinh -22)~t + C2 sinh -2)~t + C3 cosh2)~t + C4 cosh4Lt 
with any complex numbers Co, C1 . . . . .  C4 and a suitable )~ 6 C \ {0]. 
According to our assumption, put 
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(3.8) t =e  -y,  s :e  -x+y, 
= ~-'~u+sit 2i' = ~U;S  i , u+(x + Y) 1.._, ~ u- (x  -- y) 
i~r i>/r 
v(x) = ~ visit j, w(y) = Z wjtJ ' 
j >/r' j >/r n 
u i~=vj=wk=O i f /<r ,  j <r '  andk <r  n. 
(3.9) ")v (u+t 2i+j - u~tJ)s i+j E ( i+ j ) (2 iWj  J i 
i>/r 
j >/r' 
: Z ((2i + j)( i  + j )w ju? t  2i+j - (2i - j )( i  - j )w ju~t J ) s  i 
i>/r 
j ~r" 
and the coefficients of sPt q mean 
(3.10) 
Putting 
(3.11) 
pqV2p-qU+_p -- p(2p -- q)VqUp_q 
= q(q -- p)Wq_2pU + -- (2p -- q)(p -- q)WqUp. 
Ui(t) = Z Ui~ti' V ( t )= ~ Vjt j and 
i >~r j >/r' 
u±(t) = t(U+)'(t) + u~, v(t) = tW(t)  + vo 
Wkt k, W(t) = L 
k>/r n 
and w(t) = tW'(t) + wo, 
we have 
(3.12) pq(2p - q)(p - q)(W2p_qUq+_p + VqU;_q -[- Wq-2pU;  - WqU; )  = O, 
which is equivalent to 
(3.13) V (st)(V + (st 2 ) + U-(s )) + W (t)( U + (st 2 ) - U-(s)) 
= El(st 2) + F2(s) + Gl(st) + G2(t) 
with suitable functions F1, F2, G1 and G2 (cf. [9, Proposition 2.4]). Thus we have 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. For the functions (U +, V, W, F1, F2, G1, G2) satisfying (3.13)we 
have the commuting differential operators (3.1) and (3.2) by putting 
u+ (t) = OtU±(e t) q- Ct, v(t) = Ot V (e t) -}- C, w(t )  = Ot W (e t) q- C, 
1 
(3.14) T(x 'Y )=2 (02x-O2y)(V(ex)(U+(ex+y)+U-(ex-y))-Gl(ex))  
4- C(u+(x + y) + u- (x  - y)), 
C,C' ~C. 
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Now we put 
(3.15) S(B2) = {(U+(t), U-(t) ,  V(t), W(t)); U ±, V and W are meromorphic 
in a neighborhood of 0 and they satisfy (3.13) }. 
Remark 3.4. (i) Since the constant erms U~:, V0 and W0 have no effect on the 
equation (3.12) and on the original functions u ±, v and w, we will identify two 
functions appearing in the solutions of (3.12) if they only differ in their constant 
terms. 
(ii) If (U+(t), U-(t))  = 0 or (W(t), V(t)) = 0, then (3.12) is always true. We call 
such (U +, U- ,  W, V) c S(B2) a trivial solution of (3.13). 
We summarize lementary transformations acting on S(B2). 
Lemma 3.5. Let (U+(t), U-(t) ,  V(t), W(t)) E S(B2). 
(i) (dual) (V(t), W(t), U+(t2), U-(t2)) E S(B2). 
(ii) (bilinear) I f  (U+(t), U-(t) ,  S(t), T(t)) E S(B2), then (aU+(t) ,aU-(t) ,  
bV(t) + cS(t), bW(t) + cT(t)) ~ S(B2) for a, b, c E C. 
(iii) (translations) (U+(ab2t), U-(bt),  V(abt), W(at)) ~ S(B2)for a, b 6 C \ {0}. 
(iv) (scaling) I f  (U+ (tr), U-(tr), w (tr), v (tr)) is well-defined for a suitable r 
Q \ {0}, it is in S(B2). 
(v) (symmetry) I f W (t) is a rational function, the reflection (x, y) w-~ (x, -y )  can 
be applied to the solution and then (U-(t), U+(t), V(t), -W(t -1) )  ~ S(B2). 
(vi) (symmetry) l fU-( t )  is a rational function, the reflection (x, y) w-~ (y, x) can 
be applied to the solution and then ( U + ( t ) , -U - ( t - i ) ,  V(t), W ( t ) ) ~ S(B2). 
The lemma is a direct consequence of the definition of S(B2). For example, (i) 
follows from 
U+(t2s2)(V(ts 2)q- W(t)) + U-(s2)(V(ts  2) - W(t)) 
= F2(t) + Fl(S 2) + G2(t2s 2) + GI (,s2). 
Note that the transformation i Lemma 3.5(vi) is equals to a certain composition 
of transformations in Lemma 3.5(i), (iv) and (v). 
Definition 3.6. If a solution of (3.13) obtained by applying transformations in
Lemma 3.5 to an original solution, it is called a standard transformation of the 
original solution. 
We will study non-trivial solutions of (3.13). Considering standard transforma- 
tions, we may assume 
(3.16) (U+, Ur)  = (1, 1) or (1, O) or (0, 1). 
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Proposition 3.7. Suppose (U + ( t ) , U - ( t ) ,  V ( t ) , W ( t ) ) is a non-trivial solution of  
(3.13) with (3.11). 
(i) U+ (t), V (t) and W (t) are rational functions. 
(ii) [9, Theorem 2.3] I f  W(t)  has a pole at t = 1, then U+(t) = U- ( t )  and 
W(t  -1) + W(t)  = O. I f  U - ( t )  has a pole at t = 1, then V(t) = W(t)  and 
U-(t  -1) d- U(t) = O. 
Here we note that this equality is interpreted in the sense o f  Remark 3.4. 
(iii) [9, Corollary 3.8] 1fat least two o f  {U+(t), U - ( t ) ,  V(t),  W(t)} have poles in 
C \ {0}, (U +, U - ,  V, W) is a standard transformation o f  a solution given in 
the list (Trig-B2)-(Toda-D2~l)-S-bry). 
Proof. (i) Eq. (3.12) shows Wq_2rUr + --- WqUr- if q > 21r[ + Ir'l. Hence W(t)  
is a rational function and therefore so are U-( t ) ,  U+(t) and V(t) because of 
Lemma 3.5(i) and (v). [] 
Lemma 3.8. (i) I f  V(t) has a pole at the origin, then U+(t) and U- ( t )  are 
holomorphic at the origin. 
(ii) I f  U + ( t ) has a pole at the origin, then V ( t ) and W (t ) are holomorphic at the 
origin. 
Proof. If r < 0 and r' < 0 with Vr' ~ O, the coefficients of sr+rtt r' and that of 
sr+r't 2r+r' in (3.13) show Vr, U r = Vr, U + = 0, which contradicts o (U +, Ur)  # 0. 
Thus we have (i) and then (ii) by Lemma 3.5(i). [] 
Theorem 3.9. Any non-trivial solution o f  (3.13) corresponds to a standard 
transformation o f  a solution in the list (Trig-B2)-(Toda-C~D-S). 
Proof. We will prove this theorem divided into several cases. 
Case 1: One of U +, U- ,  V, W is zero. Proposition 3.7 assures that we may 
suppose V = 0. Then (3.12) turns into 
(3.17) pq(2p - q)(p - q)(Wq_2pU + - WqUp) = O. 
Case 1-1: V=0,  Wr, ,•Oand(U+,Ur )=(1 ,  1). 
Suppose ? := - r  > 0. Then (3.17) with p = -?  and q = r" - 27 shows 
~(r" - 2?)r" (r" - ?) Wr .U + = 0 
and hence r" = ? or 2?. Since ?q(27 + q)(? + q)(Wq+27Ur + - WqUr)  = O, 
(3.18) W(t)  = ate(1 - t~)  -1 + bt27(1 -t27) -1. 
Since W(t)  = ate(1 + t~) -1 if 2a + b = 0, we may assume W(t)  has a pole at 
t = 1 by applying a transformation i  Lemma 3.5(iii) and hence U+(t) = U- ( t )  
by Proposition 3.7(ii). 
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On the other hand, (3.17) with q = r" and that with q --- 2p + r" show 
pr" (2p- r1 ' ) (p - r " )Wr , ,Up=O for p > 0, 
p(2p + r")r"(p + rl')Wr,,U + = 0 for p < 0. 
Thus we can conclude 
(3.19) U+(t) = U- ( t )  = ct -7 + dt -H2 + et ~ + f t  H2 with bd = b f  = 0 
because (U+(t), U- ( t ) ,  0, bt2?(1 - t27) -1) E S(B2). 
I f  r > 0, rr"(2r - r")(r - r")Wr" Ur  = 0 and therefore r I~ = 2r or r ~' = r. Then 
by putting T ----- r, Eq. (3.17) with p = r and q > r" implies (3.18) and hence the 
same argument as above proves (3.19). 
Hence the solution corresponds to a standard transformation of Case IV. 
Case 1-2: V = 0 and (U +, Ur )  = (1, 0) or (0, 1). We have q(2r - q)(r - q)Wq = 
0 or pq(2r - q)(r - q)Wq-2r = 0. Hence W(t) = at 7 + bt 27 with b 5~ 0 and ? c 
z \ {0}. 
I f  a = 0, then (3.17) with q = 27 implies Up = 0 for p ¢ 0, ?, 2?. I f  a ¢ 0, then 
(3.17) with (p, q) = (?/2, 3?) implies U~2 = 0, that with q = 2? implies Up = 0 
for p ~ 0, ?, 2? and that with q = ? implies Up --- 0 for p ~ 0, +~/2, ~. Hence 
U-( t )  = c - t  7 + d - t  2~ with ad-  = O. 
Since (U+ (t-1), U - ( t - l ) ,  O, W (t-1) ) ~ S(B2), we have U+ (t) = c+ t -~ + d+ t -2~ 
with ad + -- 0 and the solution corresponds to the standard transform of Case V. 
Now we may assume that none of  U±(t), V(t), W(t) is zero and 
(3.20) Vr' ~ 0 and Wr,, 7 ~ 0. 
Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.5(i) assure that we may assume r > 0 except for the 
following case. 
Case 2: W and U-  have poles and V and U + are holomorphic at the origin. 
Then r I' < 0 and r < 0. Put ? = - r .  The coefficients ofs -Tt  q in (3.13) imply W(t) = 
at -2~ + bt -T. 
Case 2-1: W(t) = t -2~ + bt -~. The coefficients of  sPt -2~ imply U-(s )  = s -~. 
Note that U-( t  -1) and W(t -1) are holomorphic at the origin and (U+(t-1), 
U-( t - t ) ,  V(t - l ) ,  W(t-1)) E S(B2). I f  U+(t -1) has apole at the origin, Lemma 3.8 
assures that V(t -1) is holomorphic there. Hence we may assume r > 0 by using a 
transformation i Lemma 3.5(i) if necessary. 
Case 2-2: W(t) = t -7. The coefficients Pt -~ in (3.13) imply U-(s )  = s -7 + 
cs -~/2 and this case is reduced to the previous case by Lemma 3.50). 
Now we may assume 
(3.21) r > 0. 
Case 3: r > 0 and r I > 0. Putting p = r in (3.12), we have 
(3.22) q(2r -q ) ( r  -q ) (Wq_2rU?  - WqUr)  =0.  
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Case 3-1: (U +, Ur)  = (1, 0) or (0, 1). Owing to Lemma 3.5(v), we may assume 
U r- = 0. Then (3.22) with q = r" + 2r means r" = -2r  or r"  = - r  and (3.12) with 
q = r"  means U-  --- 0. Hence this case is reduced to Case 1. 
Case 3-2: (U +,  Ur )  = (1, 1). 
Eq. (3.22) with q --- r" means r" = r or r" = 2r. 
Note that (3.22) means W(t)  = at r (1 - tr) -1 q-bt 2r (1 - t2r) -1 . Since U ±, V and 
W are holomorphic at the origin, Lemma 3.5(i) assures that i f  r t 5~ r ' ,  this case 
is reduced to Case 3-1. Hence we may assume r~ = r" and therefore (Vr', Wr') = 
(1, 1) by a suitable translation s ~ as. It also follows from Lemma 3.5(i) that 
U-(s )  = csr'/2(1 - sr'/2) -1 d- dsr'(1 - sr') -1 and then this case is reduced to 
Proposition 3.7(iii). 
Case 4: r > 0 and r '  < 0. Using the transformation i  Lemma 3.5(v) i f  necessary, 
we may assume 
(3.23) (U +,  UF)  = (3, 1) 
w i th3=0or  1. Eq.(3.12)  w i thp- - r+m,q-p_+r  andre  <0means  ( r+ 
m) (2r + m)Uf  Vm = 0 and therefore 
(3.24) 
V(t)  = at -2r q- bt -r  + ~ Vjt  j , 
j>o 
r 1=/ -2r  i f  argO,  
/ - r  i fa  = O. 
Here (a, b) 5~ (0, 0). Moreover (3.12) with p = r shows 
(3.25) U+Wq_2~=UZWq i fq~{-2r , - r ,O , r ,  2r, 3r, 4r}. 
Put ~ -----  max{r', r '}  > 0. Then (3.12) with q = -?  means 
(3.26) p?(2p  + T)(p + ?)(V_~U;+~ - W_~Up)  = O. 
Similarly (3.12) with q = - r  means 
(3.27) pf (2p  + r ) (p  + r)(bUp+ r - W- rUp)  = O. 
I f r  I > r ' ,  we have U-  -- 0 because V_f -- 0. Hence r ~ <~ r" and we may moreover 
assume 
(3.28) (V_j, W_~) = (1, e) 
Then (3.25) implies 
w i the=00r landf=/2r  i fa¢0 ,  
/ r i fa  = 0. 
W(t)  = eltr(1 - 6tr) -1 + e2t2r(l -- ~t2r) -1 q- e3t -2r q- e4t -r  q- est r 
+ e6 t2r -t- e7t 3r -I- e8 t4r 
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and it follows from (3.23), (3.26) and (3.28) that 
(3.29) U-(s ) -~sr ( l  -- 6s r ) - l+cs2r (1  -- es2r) -1. 
I f  e = 1, we may assume that U-(s )  has a pole at s = 1 as in the argument in 
Case 1-1 and then b = Wr in (3.27). Note that i fb  ~ 0, (3.27) implies c = 0. Hence 
(3.30) bc = 0 
and (3.27) with p = r means 
(3.31) e4=0 if  e=0.  
Case 4-1: (el, e2) 5 & 0 and ~ = 1. We may also assume W(t) has a pole at t = 1. 
I f  e = 1, then U-( t )  and W(t) have poles in C \ {0} and this case is reduced to 
Proposition 3.7(iii). Hence we may assume e = 0 and therefore 3 = 0 by (3.28). 
Then Proposition 3.7(ii) assures 
(3.32) W(t )  = e l t r (1  - tr)  -1 -I- e2t2r(1 -- t2r) -1, 
U+(s)  -~- U - (s )  = s r + cs 2r. 
Now (3.12) with (p, q) = (2r, r) means cel -- 0. Thus (U+(t) ,  U - ( t ) ,  V(t), 0) c 
S(B2) and it follows from Case 1 that V(t) = at -2r + bt -r with bc ---- 0. Then the 
solution corresponds to (Toda-B~l)-bry) or (Toda-Bz~l)-S-bry). 
Case 4-2. el = e2 = 0, e --- 1. Proposition 3.7(ii) assures V(t) = W(t) = at -2r 4- 
bt -r + est r + e6t 2r + e7t 3r + est 4r with bc -- 0. Putting q = 2p - ~ in (3.12) we 
have V~- Up_~+ + W_~U + = 0 if  p is sufficiently large positive integer. Hence i f  
U+(t) is not a polynomial of  t, it has a pole in C \ {0} and this case is reduced 
to Proposition 3.7(iii). 
Thus we may assume U+(s) = ZNr  Ui+s i with U + 7~ 0. Suppose Wj = 0 for 
j > M. I fM  > 0, the coefficients ofsNt  M+2N in (3.13) implies WMU + = 0. Hence 
e5 = e6 = e7 = e8 = 0 and therefore (U +, 0, V, W) 6 S(B2) and Case 1 implies 
U+(s) = s r 4- c's 2r with bc I = 0. The solution is a standard transform of  Case V. 
Case 4-3: el = e2 = e = 0. Then U-(s )  = s r + cs 2r and W(t) = e5t r q- e6 t2r 4_ 
eTt 3r + e8t 4r. Putting p -- q + r in (3.12), we have VqU 7 - WqUq+ r = 0 for q > 0 
and therefore V (t) = at -2r + bt -r 4- ce5t r. 
Suppose U+(s) is not a polynomial of  s. Putting q = 2p + ? in (3.12), we 
have + W~U + 0 for sufficiently large p. We may assume U+(s) has U; ~ q- ~-~ a 
a pole at s ---- 1. Then W7 = -1  and Proposition 3.7(ii) with Lemma 3.5 proves 
V(t -1) + W(t) = 0 and V(t) -- at -2r + bt -r with bc --= 0. Thus (U +, 0, V, W) E 
S(B2) and U + (s) =dl  sr (1 - st) -1 q- d2 s2r (1 - s2r) -1 with bd2 = 0 and the solution 
is a standard transform of  Case IV. 
+ Now we may assume U (s) = ENr  U+ s i and W (t) = E~r  wile with WMU + 
0. Then (3.12) with (p, q) = (N, M + 2N) shows WMU + = 0, which contradicts to 
the assumption. [] 
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Corol lary 3.10. The non-trivial solutions R(x,  y) of(3.1) with regular singularity 
at the point t = 0 are transformations o f  the fol lowing solutions under translations. 
(Trig-BC2-reg) C1 (sinh -2 k(x + y) + sinh -2 ~(x - y)) 
+ C2(sinh -2 )~x + sinh -2 )~y) 
+ C3 (sinh -2 2~x + sinh -2 2)~y) + Co, 
(Triga-BC2-reg) Cl (sinh -2 )~(x + y) + sinh -2 )~(x - y)) 
+ C2(sinh -2 2k(x + y) + sinh -z  2Z(x - y)) 
+ C3 (sinh -2 2)~x + sinh -2 2)~y) + Co, 
(Toda-Dz-bry) C1 (e -2z(x+y) + e -2x(x-y)) + C2 sinh -2 )~y + C3 sinh -2 2)~y + C0, 
(Todad-Dz-bry) C1 sinh -2 ~.(x - y) + C2 sinh -2 2L(x - y) 
"q'- C3 (e -4~'x + e -4"~y) + Co, 
(Trig-Al-bry-reg) Cl sinh -2 ~.(x - y) + C2(e -2zx q- e -2zy) 
+ C3 (e -4~x q- e -4;~y) + Co, 
(Trigd-a j-bry-reg) C1 (e -z(x+y~ + e -z(x-y)) + C2(e -2z(x+y) + e -2z(x-y)) 
+ C3 sinh -2 ,ky + Co, 
(Toda-BC2)  Cle -Mx-y)  -}- C2 e-xy + C3 e-2)~y -]- Co, 
(Todad-BC2) Cle -~(x-y) + C2e -z~(x-y) + C3e -2xy + Co. 
4. TYPE Bn (n>/3) 
n X Let R n be the Euclidean space with the natural inner product (x, y) = ~ i= l  iYi 
for x = (xl . . . . .  Xn), y = (Yl . . . . .  Yn) • I~". Then ei = (8il . . . . .  ~iv . . . . .  gin) for i = 
1 . . . . .  n form a natural orthonormal basis o f~ n . For v • R ~, let 0v be the differential 
operator defined by (Ov~P)(x) = a¢(~+tv)It=0 for a function ~p(x) on R ~ and we put 
Oi = Oe i • I f  v # 0, the reflection wv with respect o v is a linear transformation oflt~ ~ 
2{v,x) V for x • R n. defined by wv(x) = x - (v,v) 
The root system E = E(B . )  of  type Bn is realized in R" by 
E(An- I )  + = {e i -- ej; 1 <~ i < j <<. n}, 
E(Dn)+ = E+ = {ei + ej; l <~ i < j <~ n}, 
E(Dn)  = EL  = {or,--0/; o~ • E (Dn)+},  
(4.1) ~(Bn)+ = ~+ = {ek; l <. k <. n}, 
~(Bn)  + = E + = E(Dn)  + L) E(Bn)  +, 
E(Bn) = {or, -c~; ot • ~(Bn)+}.  
The Weyl group Wz of E is the finite group generated by {w~; ot • E}, which is 
the group generated by the permutation of  the coordinate (Xl . . . . .  Xn) ofN  n and by 
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the change of the signs of some coordinates X i . For a subset F of Z, let W F denote 
the subgroup of Wz generated by {w~; oe ~ F}. Then we call the set P = {woe; w 
WF and oe 6 F} the root system generated by F and WF the Weyl group of the root 
system F. Let 
(4.2) 
-~ 02 
P = ~ ~ + R(x) 
j= l  J 
be a differential operator with a function R(x) such that i admits a differential 
operator 
(4.3) 
k04  
Q= Ox U + S withordS<4 
j= l  
satisfying P Q = O p. 
Now we assume 
(4.4) 
ot~Z(Bn) + 
n 
= Z ( uij(xi -}-XJ)~-I)i J(xi--XJ)) -'~- Zwk(xk) ,  
l~i<j~n k=l 
UtJ ~ Uei-e j U tj ~ Uei+e j and w k , .~- Uek 
for l <. i < j <. n and l <~ k <~ n. 
For oe c Z (Bn)+, we put u_~ (t) = u~ ( - t )  for the convention. 
Fix indices i and j with I ~< i < j ~< n and put uJ i ( t)  = ui J ( - - t)  and I ( i , j )  = 
{ 1 . . . . .  n } \ {i, j }. It follows from the proof of [11, Theorem 6.1 ] that the condition 
for the existence of Q is equivalent to 
(4.5) Sij = Sji (1 ~ i < j ~< n) 
with 
siJ = @w'(xi)+ 
vEl(i,j) 
X (U ij(x i + X j) -- V ij (X i -- X j)) 
-{- 3(oiwi(xi)- '} - y~ Oi(uiV(xi'q-Xv)"~ ljiV(xi-- Xv))) 
vcl(i,j) 
× (OiU ij(Xi -l-X j ) - -  0 iU ij(X i --X j)) 
-'f- 2 (  wi(xi)-'~- Z (uiV(xi -'~ Xv)-'}- viV(xi -- Xv))) 
v~l(i,j) 
× (07ui J (x i  + x j )  - a viJ(xi - x j ) )  
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+ Z (02t t iv (X i+xv) -O2Uiv (x i -xv ) )  
vEl(i,j) 
× (u J~(x j  + x~) - v J~(x j  - x . ) ) .  
Then we have assumed that 
(4.6) u~(logt) = S-"uat  ~ forot c E + 
v 
~ = 0 if v is a sufficiently with u~ 6 C. Here u~(logt) is analytic i f0  < Itl << 1 and u
large negative integer. 
Put 
(4.7) tj = e -xj+xj+l ( j  = 1 . . . . .  n - 1), tn = e -xn ,  
uiJ(xi +X j )  Z ij-v ,v ,2v 2v = Uv gi " ' ' ' j - l~ j  "' 'tn , 
p i J (x i _x j )=Z ij-v v Vv li "" "tj-1, 
to i (Xk)= Z i v v wvt k . . .  tn , 
Z '~ = v U~ and ot ~ E +. U~(t) = U~t v withuo 
vcZ\{O} 
i Here 1 ~< i < j ~< n and u~, v J  and w~ c C and they are zero if v is a sufficiently 
big negative integer. Then the coefficients of  ( t i . . . t j _ l )  q (tj . . .  tn) p in (4.5) show 
i / j  " " '  pq tOZp _q U q _p -- p (2p - q) WJq V~_q 
i ij __ q)wJu~ = q(q - p ) tOq_zpU p - (2p - q) (p  
if pq (p - q ) (2p  - q) # 0 and therefore by putting 
U+(t)  = ~S-~ U+tVi , V( t )  = Z V~tv 
(4.8) 
v>~r 
= v0= Wo=0,  
uiJ (t) = t (U+) '  (t) + Uo j,  
wi(t )  = tV ' ( t )  + w~ and 
v>/r 
and W(t)  = y~ Wvt v, 
v~r  tl 
vi i (t)  = t (V - ) '  (t) + v~ j,  
wJ (t) = tW'  (t) + w j ,  
we have (3.12) and (3.13). Hence (U i j ,  V i j ,  tO i, tO j )  is a standard transformation of 
a solution of  type B2 studied in Section 3. 
Suppose {or,/3, ot +/3} c Z +. Then (or,/3, ot + 13) is one of  the followings 
(4.9) (eil-i2, ei2-i3, eil-i3), 
(4.10) (eil_i2 , ei2+i3, eil+i3) ,
(4.11) (ei2_i3 , eil+i3, eil+i2) ,
(4.12) (eil_i3 , ei2+i3, eil+i2) 
with 1 ~< il < i2 < i3 <. n. 
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Put s = e -(u'x) and t = e -(~'x). Moreover put (i, j, v) = (il, i2, i3), (il, i2, i3), 
(i2, i3, i l) and (il,i3, i2) according to (4.9), (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12), respec- 
tively. Then (u~, u~, u~+t~) = (v i j ,  v jr, vi~), (v i j, u jr, uiV), (v i j, u j~, u iv) and 
(v i j, u j~, uiL'), respectively, and the coefficients of sPt q in (4.5) show 
2 ce+fiUfl (4.13) (_q2 _ 3(p - q)q - 2(p - q)Z)uq+~Up_q + p Up q_p 
-2 or+flU,8 = (_q2 + 3pq - 2p2)U~Up + (q - p) up q_p. 
if pq(p - q) ¢ 0. Hence 
(4.14) pq(p -q) (2p-q) (UpU~ - U~_qUq+~ - U~q_pUp+~) =O. 
Now put ( i , j , v )  = (i2, i3, il), (il,i3, il), (il,i3, i2) and (i2, i3, il) according to 
(4.9), (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12), respectively. Then (u,, u/~, u~+/~) = (v iv, v i j, v Jr), 
(v i~, u ij, uJ~), (v j~, u ij, u i~) and (v jv, u ij, ui~), respectively, and the coefficients of 
sPt q in (4.5) show 
-2x or+flU,8 2 .  or+ft, ot (4.15) (p2+3(q-p)p+2(q- -p )  )Up q_p- -q  Uq Up_q 
= (p2_ 3pq + 2q2)UpU~q - (p-q)2Uq+#Up_q 
if pq(p - q) ¢ 0 and we have 
(4.16) pq(p -q) (p -  2q)(UpU~ - Up_qUq+~ - U~q_pUp+#) =O. 
Combining (4.14) and (4.16), we get 
pq (p - q)(Up U~ - Up_q Uq +~ - U~q_p Up +~) = O. (4.17) 
Namely, 
(4.18) (Uc~(s) + U~(t) - Ua+~(st)) 2 = Fc~(s) + F~(t) + Fc~+~(st) 
with suitable functions F~, F~ and F~+~. Then if at least two in {U~, U~, U~+~} 
do not vanish, Proposition 2.2 shows that (U~(t), U~(t), U~+/3(t)) is a standard 
transformation f (tr(1 - F) -1 , tr (1 - tr) -1 , tr (1 -- tr) -a) or (Clt ~, C2t r , C3t-r). 
The argument above shows the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ot and ¢~ E E such that ot ~ -t-fl, (ol, fl) -¢ O, Ioel ~ I~ I, U~ ¢ 0 and 
U~ ~ O. Suppose 
Ua(t) = Cl t r. 
Then we have the following two cases. 
Case 1: loci = I/~1. 
[ c~t r ifl~, ~) < o, 
u~(t)-= [ c~t_ r if(ot, fl) > o. 
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Case2: loci 2 = 21/312. u~(t) = Ctltr (1 -tr)-l-C~t2r (1 - t  2r) and Uw~)( t )  = U~(t) 
under a translation or 
Ctl tr -~- C;t 2r /f(ot,/3) < O, 
Ufl(t) = C~ t-r + C;t_2r /f(ot,/3) > O. 
Definition 4.2. For the functions u~ in (4.4), put 
(4.19) A = {oe C E(Bn)+; u~ 50}.  
Let/X be the root system generated by A and let 
(4.20) /x = /~1 [--)""" [--J /~N 
be the decomposition i to irreducible root systems. Put 
(4.21) Ak = zXk A A 
and we call it an irreducible component of  A. 
We say that P with the potential function R(x) is irreducible if/x is an irreducible 
root system of  rank n or of  type An-1. 
Remark  4 .3 .  ( i )  A = A 1 I.J . . .  U A N.  
(ii) Suppose ot 6 Ak. Then/3 c A is an element o f  Ak if and only if there exists a 
sequence or1 = or, ~2 . . . . .  cce =/3 6 ~x such that (ai, o~i+l) 5 ~ 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  £ - 1. 
Lemma 4.4. Let A t be an irreducible component o f  A and let 2x t and 2x~ be the 
root systems generated by A t and £X~L := A' f3 EL, respectively. Suppose ~x t is o f  
type B m with m > 2. Then LX ~ is o f  type Am_ 1 or type Din. 
Proof. Since A~ and {el . . . . .  era} generate A', there exist ui c A~ such that 
(oli,ei) ~kO and (oti,ei+l)~=0 for 1 ~< i < m. Since cq . . . . .  Otm_ 1 generate a root 
system of  type Am-l ,  A~ is of  type Am-1 or type Dm. [] 
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a subset o f  a classical root system E o f  type A or B. Suppose 
S generates an irreducible root system S and 
(ot, fl) <~ O for  ot 6 S and fl c S with ot ~ fl. 
I f  the rank o f  S is larger than one, S is the image o f  one o f  the following sets under 
the suitable transformation by an element o f  the Weyl group o f  E. 
(4.22) {el - e2 . . . . .  era-1 - era} (m >~ 3), 
(4.23) {el - e2 . . . . .  era-1 - era, em} (m >. 2), 
(4.24) {el - e2 . . . . .  em-1 - era, em-I + era} (m ~ 4), 
(4.25) {el - e2 . . . . .  e,n-1 - era, em - el} (m ~ 3), 
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(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
{el --  e2 . . . . .  em-1 -- em, era, - -e l}  (m >~ 2),  
{el -- e2 . . . . .  em-1 -- era, em- I  + em, - -e l  - -  e2} (m ~> 4) ,  
{el -- e2 . . . . .  era-1 -- era, em-1 + em, - -e l}  (m ~> 3).  
Proof. Let S' be a subset of S such that S' is a transformation of one of the sets 
{el}, {el - e2}, (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) by an element of the Weyl group of 'Z. 
I f  the number of the elements of S' is smaller than the rank of S, there exists 
ot c S and/3 6 S' such that (or,/3) ~ 0 and ot ~ Y~ycs' IRy. Then it is easy to see that 
S t U {or} is a transformation of (4.22), (4.23) or (4.24) by a suitable element of the 
Weyl group. 
Thus we may assume that S t equals (4.22) or (4.23) or (4.24) and that the number 
of the elements of S t equals the rank of S. Put So = {~ c E N Y~.×~s' IR~/; (~, y)  <<. 
0 for any ~/E S'}. Then if S' is (4.22) or (4.23), So = {era - el} or  { -e l ,  -e l  - e2}, 
respectively. I f S t is (4.24), then So = {-e~ - e2, -e l}  or {-el  - e2} according 
to E is of type B or A, respectively. Thus the lemma is clear because S t C S C 
St U So. [] 
Lemma 4.6. Let  7X be a root system generated by a classical root system E o f  type 
An_  1 o r  B n. Let  Zx = ]x l U . . . U 7~ N, U . . . U 7~ N be an irreducible decomposit ion so 
that the rank of  T~ i is larger than one fo r  1 <~ i <. N t and the rank o f  T~i equals one 
fo r  N '  < i <<. N.  Then under the transformation by an e lement o f  the Weyl group o f  
E, there exists a sequence o f  integers 0 -- no < nl < n2 < ""  < nN, such that ~'i is 
generated by 
I {eni_l+l -- eni_l+2, . . . ,  eni-1 -- eni} 
{eni_l+l -- eni_l+2 . . . . .  eni-1 -- eni, en - i -1  Jr en i } 
{eni_l+l -- eni_l+2, • • •, eni-1 -- eni, eni} 
i f  A i is of  type A,  
if ki is of type D, 
if ki is of type B 
fo r  1 <. i <. N'.  Moreover  i f  N ~ < i <~ N.  7k i equals {4-ev}, {4-(ev -ev+l)} or {q-(ev + 
eo+l)}for  a suitable v with v > nN,. 
Proof. Note that {or ~ E; (el - e2, or) = 0} is generated by 
{e3 --  e4 . . . . .  en-1 -- en} i fE  is of type An,  
{e3 e4, , en  l -en ,  en}and{e l+e2} i fE i so f typeBn.  
Hence the lemma is clear by the induction on N if N'  = O. 
Suppose N I > 0. By the preceding lemma, we may assume that the fundamental 
system of At is (4.22), (4.23) or (4.24). Then {or 6 1~; (el - e2, or) = 0} is generated 
by 
{em+l --  em+2 . . . . .  en-1 -- en} if E is of type An, 
{em+l era+2,. , en-1 - en, en} i f 'Z is of type Bn 
and the lemma is clear by the induction on N I. [] 
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Remark 4.7. (i) Fix ote A'. Let v e ]1~ nwith (or, v) = 0. Then 8vua((a, x)) = 0. 
(ii) If the rank of/X' equals one, u~(t) for a e/V is any function. 
(iii) If the rank of Zx' is larger than one, U~(t) with ot ~ A ~ are global meromor- 
phic functions and therefore we may study {U~(t); c~ e A'} under the image of a 
transformation bythe Weyl group. 
(iv) By the irreducible decomposition in Definition 4.2 our classification reduces 
to the case when P is irreducible. 
Theorem 4.8. Let A r be an irreducible component of A. Then the potential 
function RA,(X) := ~,~ez~,u~((ol, x)) is a transformation of a function in the 
following list with m >>. 2 under a map generated by the Weyl group, translations 
and scalings of the coordinates (cf Lemma 3.5). 
Type A l: I f  the rank of A' equals 1, RA, (x) is an arbitrary function of (a, x) with 
ote A I. This solution is called trivial. 
Type B2: A standard transform of the function in the list (Trig-B2)-(Toda-C2 (t)) 
in Section 3 with replacing (x, y) by (Xl, x2). 
(Trig-Bin): Trigonometric potential of type Bm: 
C0 (sinh -2 ~(X i -[- X j) -'~ sinh -2 ~,(X i -- X j)) 
l<~i<j<.m 
m 
+ Z(C I  sinh -2 2)~x~ + C2 sinh -2 )~xk + C3 cosh2)~x~ + C4 cosh4)~xk). 
k=l  
(Trig-Am_l-bry): Trigonometric potential of type Am-1 with boundary: 
y~ Co sinh -a )~(Xi -- X j) 
l<~i<j<~m 
m 
q- ~(C1 e-z~xk -[- C2 e-4~xk -+- C3 ez~xk "k c4en~xk ), 
k=l  
(Toda-B(m 1)-bry): Toda potential of type B(m l) with boundary: 
m--1 
Z Coe-2)~(xi-xi+l) Jr. Coe-2L(Xm-l+Xm) .q- Cle2ZXl -.}- C2e4~Xl 
i=1 
+ Ca sinh -2 )~Xm + C4 sinh -12)~Xm, 
(Toda-C~)): Toda potential of type C~) : 
m-1 
Z Coe-2)~(xi-xi+l) Jr_Cle2~Xl q- C2 e4zxl q- C3e-2)~Xm -.[- C4 e-4Lxm, 
i=1 
(Toda-D~)-bry): Toda potential of type D(m l) with boundary: 
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m-1 
~-'~ Coe-2L(xi-xi+l) -{_ Coe-2L(Xm-l+Xm) + Co e2x(xl+x2) 
i=1 
+ C1 sinh -2 ~.Xm + C2 sinh -2 2)~Xm + C3 sinh -2 )~Xl + C4 sinh -2 2~.Xl, 
(1) (T°da-Am-1 ): Toda potential o f  type A (1) m-l :  
m-1 
Z Coe-2~'(xi-xi+ 1)  CO e-2~'(xm-xl). 
i=1 
Definition 4.9. We define some potential functions as specializations of  the above. 
(Trig-Am-l): Trigonometric potential of  type Am-1 is (Trig-Am_l-bry) with 
C1 =C2=Ca=C4=0.  
(Toda-B~)): Toda potential of  type B(m 1) is (Toda-B~l)-bry) with C3 = Ca = 0. 
~(1) (Toda-wm):  Toda potential of  type D~ ) is (Toda-D~)-bry) with C1 = Q = C3 = 
C4=0.  
(Toda-Dm-bry): Toda potential of  type Om with boundary is (Toda-B(m l~-bry) with 
C1 = C2 = 0. 
(Toda-Am_l): Toda potential of  type Am-1 is (Toda-C(m 1)) with C1 = C2 = C3 = 
C4=0.  
(Toda-BCm): Toda potential of  type Bm is (Toda-C(m 1)) with CI = C2 = 0. 
(1) (Toda-Dm): Toda potential of  type Dm is (Toda-Bm -bry) with C1 = Ca = C3 = 
C4=0.  
Proof of Theorem 4.8. We may assume that ~t is not of  type B2. Then 
Lemma 4.4 says that for any elements ot and/3 of  A~, there exists a sequence 
c~ = Oll, ot2 . . . . .  ~ek =/3 such that (oli, oti+l) # 0 and Ot i E A~ for i = 1 . . . . .  m - 1. 
Note that the number of  elements of  A}. is larger than one. Fix ce 6 A'. Then 
Lemma 4.1 assures that Ua(t) = ctr (1 - atr) -1 with a ~ C. 
Case 1" U~(t) = Ctr. Lemma 4.1 proves that U~(t) = C~t 2e(~)r for 13 E A~. Here 
e(/3) = 1 or -1 .  Then the set SL = {e(fl)/3; /3 6 A~} satisfies the assumption of  
Lemma 4.5 and therefore we may assume that SL equals (4.22), (4.24), (4.25) or 
(4.27) under the transformation of an element of  the Weyl group, which corresponds 
to (Toda-Am_ 1), (Toda-Dm ), (Toda-Z(ml)_ 1) and (Toda-D(m 1)), respectively, i f  Uei (t) = 
0 for i = 1 . . . . .  m. Suppose Uei (t) # 0 with a suitable i satisfying 1 ~< i ~< m. 
Then Lemma 4.1 shows that one of  the following two cases occurs, from which 
the statement of  the proposition is clear. 
Case 1-1: Uei(t) = c ' t r  (1 -- at r) + C'~t2r (1 - at 2r) with a # 0. We may assume 
a = 1 by a translation. Lemma 4.1 shows that then U_ei_ei+l (t) = Uei-ei+l (t) and 
i f />  1 and Uei-l-ei (t) = Uei-l+ei (t) i f /  < m. Therefore 
i = 1 and SL equals (4.27) 
(:~ (1) (Toda-Dm-bry))  or 
i = m and SL equals (4.24) or (4.27) 
(3  (Toda-B~l)-bry) or (Toda-D~l)-bry)). 
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Case 1-2: Uei (t) = C't eir+ C ' t  2E~r with 6 i = +1. Lemma 4.1 says 6 i (ei, ~) ~ 0 
for ote SL, only the following cases occur. 
i = 1 and SL equals (4.22) or (4.24) (3  _(1)~ (Toda_B~ml)_bry)), (Toda-t~m / or 
i = m and SL equals (4.22) (3  (Toda-C[nl))). 
Case 2: U~(t) --- c j r (1  - acdr) -1 with aa ¢ 0. The argument just before 
Lemma 4.1 says that the condition U~(t) # 0 and Uy(t) # 0 with I~1 = I¢~1 = I~'1 
means U~#~,)(t) # O. Hence {±fl; 13 ~ A~} is a root system of  type Am-1 or Din. 
We may assume a,~ = 1 for its simple root a and hence Ca and a~ does not depend 
on ot 6 A~ because of(4.18) and Proposition 2.1. 
- '  is of  type A. Case 2-1: A L 
Considering {Uei +ei + l , Uei -ei + 1 , Ue i , Uei + 1 },  Theorem 3.9 shows U~ i ( t ) = Uei + l ( t ) = 
C1 tr --}- C2t 2r + C3 t - r  4- C4 t-2r and this case is reduced to (Trig-Am_l-bry). 
Case 2-2 : /~  is of  type D. 
By the same consideration as in the previous case we may assume Ue~ (t) = C1 t r (1 - 
tr) -1 + Cfl2r (1 - t2r)  -1  + C3(t r - t -r)  + C4(t 2r - t -2r) for v = 1 . . . . .  m. Hence 
this case is reduced to (Trig-Bm). [] 
Corol lary 4.10. The non-trivial solutions in Theorem 4.8 which have regular 
singularity at the point t = 0 are in Corollary 3.10 or in the fol lowing list. 
(Trig-BCm-reg) ~_, Co(sinh-Z )~(xi + xj)  + sinh-2)~(xi - xj))  
l<~i<j~m 
m 
+ ~---~(C1 sinh -2 2~.xk + C2 sinh -2 )~xk), 
k=l 
m 
(Trig-Am_ 1-bry-reg) Z CO sinh -2 ~,(Xi -- X j) q- Z(Cle-2~'Xk q- C2e-4~xl:), 
l<~i<j<~m k=l  
m--1 
(Toda-Dm-bry) ~_, C0 e-2"~(xi-xi+l) -I- C0 e-2"~(xm-l+xm) 
i=1 
+ C3 sinh -2 ~.Xm + C4 sinh -2 2)~Xm, 
(Toda-BCm) 
m-I  
y~ Co e-2~'(xi-xi+l) -[- C e -2)~xm 3 q- C4 e-4)~xm. 
i=1 
Remark  4.11. We have a natural compactification X of  the space C n o f t  so that 
for every w ~ W~(B.) 
! ! t 
sjw : e-(Xj-Xj+l) (j = 1, ... , n - 1), snW = e-X, with x' = wx 
gives a local coordinate system of  X and tj = s~ ( j  = 1 . . . . .  n). Then the non-trivial 
potential functions R(x)  we have obtained is meromorphic on X. 
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If R(x) is holomorphic at (s~', . . . .  s~) = 0 for any w E W~(8,,), R(x) is said 
to have regular singularity at every infinity. In this case, our classification says 
that R(x) is decomposed tothe functions (Trig-BCm-reg) and/or (Trig-Am) which 
exactly corresponds toHeckman-Opdam's potential function of classical type. This 
gives a characterization f Heckman-Opdam's hypergeometric equations. 
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